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1. Introduction

A finite translation plane Π is represented in a vector space V(2n, q) of
dimension 2n over a finite field GF(q), and determined by a spread τr={F(0),
F(oo)} u {V(σ)\σ^Σ} of V(2n, g), where Σ is a subset of the general linear
transformation group ίGL(F(w, q)). Furthermore Π is coordinatized by a
quasifield of order q".

In this paper we take a GF^-vector space in V(2n, q*) and a subset Σ*
of GL(n, qn), and construct a quasifield. This quasifield consists of all ele-
ments of GF(q"), and has two binary operations such that the addition is the
usual field addition but the multiplication is defined by the elements of Σ*.

2. Preliminaries

Let q be a prime power. For x^GF(qn) put x=x< °\ % = χW = χ9 and
χW=xg\ i=2, 3, •• ,w—1. Then the mapping x-*x(i) is the automorphism of
GF(qn) fixing the subfield GF(q) elementwise.

For a matrix a=(ai^)^GL(n9 qn) put ci=(aij). Let

/ o o ι \
1 0 0

o ''• ';•..

V o - ' o Ί'o/
be an n X n permutation matrix. Set St = {a e GL(n, qn) \ a=aω}.

Lemma 2.1. St=G!L(w, q^a^for any α0e3ί. Furthermore let a be an n X n
matrix over GF(q"). Then a^^ϋif and only if

-a,
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and a0, aly •••, an_ x are linearly independent over the field GF(q).

Proof. For any element δ of GL(w, q), SaQ=Sclo=δa0ω. Hence

Conversely for any element a of SI, aao1=aωω~la^1=aaό1^GL(n, q) and so
a e GL(n, q)a0. Thus 31= GL(ny q)aQ.

Let a==(aij) be any element of SI. Since cί=aω> a^=ai2y ^2=^/3, •••, ̂ 7«-ι
=tfίn, ί=l, 2, * ,w. Hence aij=a(jJΓ1\ i = l, 2, •• ,n,j=2, 3, "sw. Further-
more since α is a non-singular matrix, <zn, #21, ••-, αnl are linearly independent
over GF(q).

The converse is clear.

Lemma 2.2. If αeSt,

Proof. Since αeSl, &=aω. Hence α 1=ω 1a 1. Then the proof is
similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.3. Let ?)Λ= {<yeGL(n,

Proof. For any 8<=GL(n, q) 8*=S*=(δ*)ω. Conversely let <y<ΞGL(w, q")

with 7=7ω Then ^l=^=rγ*>»-l»-l=rγ«-\ Thus 7*~l(ΞGL(n, q) and so

Since a is any element of SI, we denote GL(w, g)Λ by GL(n, q)*.

Lemma 2.4. Let 7 be an nXn matrix over GF(q"). Then 7=7" if and
only if

7 =

Proof. Let 7=(0O-) with *?=?*• Then

\

a21a22 ••• a2n

— ,

^Z2wZύ ~"& 1 \

]

Thus aij = ai-1j-1, i, j=l, 2, •••, n modulo n. Hence a$= ai+j 1+y, z, y=l,
2, ••-, n modulo n, and so 7 has the required form.
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The converse is clear.

From Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we have

Lemma 2.5.

GL(n, ?) =

A
«ι

A«.-ι

4"

4u«

••• «ι \

- 4-"/

lGL(n,q")

Let F(2n, 5) be a vector space of dimension 2n over GF(q), and TT be a
nontrivial partition of V(2n, q). If V(2n,q)=V@W for all F, PFeTr with
VΦW, then ?r is called a spread of F(2n, #). Then the component of π is
a ^-dimensional GF(#)-subsρace of V(2ny q) [1],

Let 7τ be a spread of V(2n, q), then we can construct a translation plane
τr(F(2n, 5)) of order q* as follows [1]:

a) The points of π(V(2ny q)) are the vectors in V(2ny q).
b) The lines are all cosets of all the components of π.
c) Incidence is inclusion.

Conversely any translation plane is isomorphic to some π(V(2n, q)).
We may assume that V(2n, q) — V(n, q)ξ&V(n, q) is the outer sum of two

copies of V(n, q). Set F(oo)={(0, v)\v<=V(n, q)}, V(ΰ)={(v, 0)|veΓ(n, q)}
and V(σ)= {(v, v*) \vtΞV(n, q)} for σ^GL(V(n, q)). Then the followings hold
([6], Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3):

(I) Let π be a spread of V(2n, q) containing F(0), F(oo). Then we

have:
a) If V^π and if ΓΦΓ(O), V (<*>), then there is exactly one σe

GL(V(n, q)) such that V=V(σ). Set Σ-{σ|σeGL(F(«, q)), V(σ)tΞπ} U {0}.
b) If u, v£ΞV(n, q), then there is exactly one σ in 2 such that uσ=v.

c) If σ, peΣ and if σφp, then σ— peGL(F(n, j)).
(II) Conversely if a union Σ of a subset of GL(V(ny q)) and {0} satisfies

b) and c) of (I), then π== {F(oo)> u {Γ(σ) | σ-eΣ} is a spread of F(2ra, j).

3. Construction of quasifields

Let Q be a set with two binary operations + and o. We call Q(+, °) a
quasifield, if the following conditions are satisfied:

1) Q(+) is an abelian group.
2) If Λ, b, c^Q, then (α+δ)oc=αoc+όoc.
3) βoQ=0 for alia eg.

4) For ay b^Q with <zΦθ, there exists exactly one x^Q such that aoχ—b.
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5) For #, bt c^Q with a^pb there exists exactly one x^Q such that

i—χob=c.
6) There exists an element le<2\{0} such that loa=a<>l=a for all a^Q

(see [6] p. 22).
It is well known that an affine plane is a translation plane if and only if

it is coordinatized by a quasifield (see [4], Theorem 6.1). Using this result,

we give a new description of a quasifield.
After fixing a suitable basis in V(n, q)9 we denote a vector v of V(ny q) by

the form (xQy xly •••, xn-ι), Xi^GF(q). Let α be a fixed element of SI in the

section 2. Then

i 0(oυ — a(o~

a =

\#»-l CLn-l "* #w-l /•

»-l

Conversely, let v* be a vector of V(n, q") of the form (x, #(1), •••, #(n-1)),
x^GF(qn). Since aQ9 aly •••, #„_! are linearly independent over GF(q), x is uni-

quely represented by α0, Λ l f •••, αw_! such that Λ?— Σ ^i«t , xi^GF(q). Hence

and V(ny q)Λ is a G^(g)-vector space isomorphic to V(n, q).

Set F(2n, q)*= {(ua, va)\u, v<=V(n, q)}. Then similarly V(2n, q)" is a
GF(g)-vector space isomorphic to V(2n, q).

Denote a vector (x9 x(1\ •••, Λ;^"^) of F(w, g)rt by ((Λ?)). Then any vector

of Γ(2τz, g)Λ is denoted by (((#)), ((j))). The additive group of GF(qn) is iso-

morphic to V(n, qf under a mapping x—>((#))• In this mapping the inverse

image of v*^V(n, q)" is denoted by v*.
Let M be any element of GL(n, q). Since by Lemma 2.5

(D
M__2

M* is uniquely determined by the first column

by

. Hence we denote M*
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Let π={V(oo)} u {V(M)\M^Ί} be a spread of V(2ny j), where 2 is a

union of a subset of GL(n, q) and {0}. Set π*= {F*(°o)} U {V*(M*) |M (ΞΣ},

where 7*(oo) = {(((0)), ((*))) | ((*)) e F(», ?)*} and F*(M") = {(((*)), ((*))M-)|

Then since (va)M*=(vM)a, π* is a spread of V(2n, q)*. Hence TΓΛ

determines a translation plane, which is denoted by Π*. From now on we

may assume that a spread π* contains F*(l)= {(((*)), ((*))) I ((*)) ̂  V(n, q)*} ([6],

Lemma 2.1).

For any two vectors ((#)) Φ((0)), ((y)) of F(w, y)Λ, there is a unique matrix

such that ((*))M*=(00). Set ((*))=((1))=(1, 1, -, 1). Then any ele-

ment 3; of GF(qM) uniquely determines MΛ=

Ljn-J

This implies 3>=Σ3>, Conversely M*8^

α such that ((\}}M*=((y)).

uniquely determines

y^FG(qn) such that ((l])M"=((y)) with y=^Σy{. Hence we denote M*=

-

by [y], where j=Σjί- Then a mapping GF(qn)-^^* is a bijec-

tion under y ~-*[y]. Hence Σ*= {[x] \x^GF(qn)}. In this mapping the inverse
Λ

image of M*eΣ is denoted by M*.

Let Π* be a translation plane with a spread π* defined in V(2n, qj*. If

a point of Π* is represented by (((Λ?)), ((j>))) as a vector of V(2n, qf, then we

give a coordinate (#,>>), Λ, y^GF(qn)y for this point. Then the set Q consist-
ing of all elements of GF(qn) coordinates the plane Π, and Q is a quasifield
with the following two binary operations + and o:

(1) The addition + is the usual field addition.

(2) The multiplication o is given by xoy=((x))[y], and if [y] =
n-l

then x°y=*Σ ^(I)Vί
ί=0

Using this coordinate, we can write the lines of Π* as follows:

I U {(«)} ,

U {(oo)} ,

Assume that 2* consists of qn— 1 matrices of GL(n, qf and 0. We call

2* a spread set of degree n over GF(qn) if Σ* has the following properties:
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>o

a) For m= <ΞΣ*, put £(»)=Σ3 *ι Then {β(m)\m<= Σ*}=GF(q").

Hence we may set m=[β(m)].

b) If 7%, w2eΣ* and if m2^m2y then mλ—m2^GL(n^ q)*.

Clearly for any vector ((*)) Φ ((0)) e Γ(n, qf, {((*))m \ m e Σ*} = Γ(n, ?)". Set

V*(m) = {(((*)), ((*))m) I ((*))€= Γ(n, ?)" .

Then {F*(oo)}U {F*(m)|meΣ*> is a spread of V(2n, q}*, and so defines a

translation plane Π*.

Conversely let Q be any finite quasifield with binary two operations +

and o. The kernel of Q is the set K(Q) consisting of all elements k^Q such

that (k°a)ob=k°(aob) and ko(a+b)=k<>a+k°b for all α, b^Q. Then K(Q)

is a finite field, and Q is a ./£(<2)-vector space. Let K(Q) be of order q and let

Q be of dimension n over K(Q). Then M. Hall has proved the following

([3]):
Let V(2ny q)=Q®Q> the outer direct sum of two copies of the K(Q)-

vector space Q. If V(m)={(x, χom)\x^Q} and F(oo)={(0, x)\x^Q}, then

τr= {F(/ft)|we£)U {°°}} is a spread of F(2/z, q). Furthermore the spread

set is Σ— {(x-*x°ni)\m^Q} .

Hence the translation plane defined by π is coordinatized by Q. Thus

we have

Theorem 1. Let Σ*={[x]\x^GF(q")} be a spread set of degree n over

GF(qn). Then we have a quasifield Q with two binary operations + and o

satisfying the followίngs:

(1) Q=GF(qn) as a set.

(2) The addition + is the usual field addition of GF(qn).

(3) The multiplication o is given by x°y=((oc))[y], where ((#))=(#, #(1),

Furthermore any finite quasifield is isomorphic to some quasifield constructed

by the above method.

A quasifield Q with a spread set Σ* of degree n over GF(qn) is denoted by

ρ(n, ?", 2*). Since ((*)) = (*, *, -,A) for k^GF(q) in ρ(n, gΛ, Σ*), ^OΛ==

/\ /\ /\
((*))[*] = ** for anY ^^ρ« Hence (koa)ob= ((ka))[b] = k((a))[b] = ko(aob) and
k°(a+b)=k(a+b)=ka+kb=koa+k°b. Thus GF(̂ ) is contained in the kernel
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4. Examples

A quasifield is determined by the spread set. In this section we show
some spread sets of the known quasifields. To construct spread sets we need
a condition for two spread sets to define isomorphic quasifields or translation
planes.

First using the spread set, we prove the following Maduram's Theorem.

From now on GL(n, qf is denoted by G*.

Theorem A (D.M. Maduram [7]). Let Qι=Q(n, q", Σf) and Q2=Q(ny q",
2*). Then Qλ and Q2 are isomorphic if and only if there is N in G* and θ in
AutGF(qn) such that Σf =N~l^*N and ((1))ΛΓ=((1)).

Furthermore let f be the isomorphism from Q1 to Q21 then f(x)=((xθ))N and

Proof. Let / be an isomorphism from Q^ to Q2. Then / fixes GF(q)
as a set and so / induces an automorphism of GF(q). Hence there is θ in

Aut GF(q*) such that /(*)=# for any element k of GF(q). Then for

f(ka) = f(k°a) = f(k)of(a)= k<f(ά) .

Let / be a mapping of V(n, q)* onto itself defined by
for((*))<ΞF(fi, q)«. Then

and for

Thus / is a non-singular semi-linear transformation of V(ny q)*.

Next let φ be a mapping of V(n, q) onto itself defined by φ(v)—f(vct)a~l.
Then clearly φ(vιJrv^=φ(v^)-]-φ(v^ and φ(kv)=ιkθφ(v). Thus φ is also
a non-singular semi-linear transformation of V(n, q). Hence there is Nτ in
GL(ny q) such that

for (xl9 •••, Λ:Λ)e F(τz, ί). On the other hand set (xl9 •••, xn)a=((x)). Then

Hence

By Lemma 2.1 aθ=N2a, N2^GL(n, q). Hence
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((*•)) = (#2, — , xn)
θaθa = (χ2, . ,

and so

K-,O' = ((*e))a-Wr'

Thus

/(((*») = ((«•))«- WrW ι α.

Set N= α- Wϊ Wtα <= G*. Then

Since /((W))=((/W)),

((!)) = ((/(I))) = /(((I))) = ((!))# and /(Λ;)

Then since /(*^)=/W°/(j)=((/(^)S[/(3')]=((*e)W(j)] and f(x°y)=((Xoy)γN

Thus ΛΓ[/(y)]=[j]W and so [/(j)]=ΛΓ"1[j]W for any jeρj. Hence
we have S^AΓ'^fW.

Conversely let / be a mapping from Qλ to Q2 denned by f(x)=((xβ))N.
Then

f(x+y) = «(*

and
xs /\

Since Σf=^-

Furthermore

On the other hand

Hence

and so
κ\

Thus/is an isomorphism from jji to ̂ 2
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Let TΓj and ττ2 be two spreads in V(2n, q) both containing F(°o). Let

H! and Π2 be translation planes defined by TZΊ and π2> Then E^ and Π2 are
isomorphic if and only if there is a non-singular semi-linear transformation in

V(2n, q) taking m onto τr2 ([5], p. 82).
Let M(ny q) be the set of all nXn matrices over GF(q). Then all elements

of M(n, q}* have the forms as in Lemma 2.4. Using elements of M(n, q)* and

Aut GF(q"), we describe Sherk's Theorem with the following extended form.

Theorem B (F.A. Sherk [8]). Let Π^ and Π2 be translation planes coordi-
natized by quasifields Qi=Q(n, q", Σ?) and Q2=Q(n, q", Σf). Then Πx and Π2

are isomorphic if and only if there exist A, B, C and D in M(n, q)* and θ in

Aut GF(qn) with the following properties:

det(£g)φO.

Either

5=0, AϊΞG* andΊ$={A-\C+[mγD)\[m}tΞΊ$}.
Also, there is K]eΣ? such that A+[mQ]θB=Q.

a)

b)

i)
ii)

For any

From now on we denote the operations of GF(qn) by + and

operations of a quasifield by + and o.
and the

(I) Finite fields

A quasifield Q(n, qn, Σ*) with Σ*— {[α]= is isomorphic to

(II) Finite generalized Andre quasifields

Let Q=Q(n, q", Σ*) be a quasifield. If the mapping x (χoa)a~ s an
automorphism of GF(qn), then Q is called a generalized Andre quasifield.

Since k°a=ka for k^GF(q)y the automorphism ^-^(icoa)a"1 fixes GF(q)

elementwise. Hence (x°ά)a~l =

. Let Λ =

* p(a)e{0, 1, •••, n— 1}. This yields

. Then

Λ-l

ί = l

Hence

for all x^GF(qn). Therefore ai=ΰ if i^p(a) and flp(β)=#. A matrix with
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exactly one nonzero entry aέ=a is denoted by [a(i)] Then the spread set is
Z*=i[a]=[a(P(a)+l)]\a<ΞGF(q»)\{0}} U -{0}.

For instance, spread sets of generalized Andre quasifields Q(2, (f, Σ*)
and ρ(3, ί3, Σ*) are as follows. For xϊΞGF((f) or GF(<f) set N(x)=x1+* or
N(x)=x1+9+q2 respectively.

(1) 0(2,̂ *)

Σ* = Σ?UΣίU{0}, where Sf={[fl]=Γj], αφO} and Sf={[α] = ΠΠ,

α =t= 0}. Moreover Nfa) 3=N(a2) for [0J eΣ* and [a2] eΣ? since det([0J — [02])=

(2) 2(3, ^Σ*)
Σ*=Σ?UΣίUΣ?U{0}, where χf={[α] =

ro,
Moreover if

[a.
then N(a)*N(b) since det ([a]-[b])=N(a)-N(b)*Q.

αΦθ} and Sf={[n]= 0

(Ill) Finite Dickson nearfields

We call a quasifield Q a nearfield, if the multiplication of Q is associative,
i.e. Q\{ty is the multiplicative group. Let Q be a nearfield with a spread
set Σ*. Then for any xtΞQ, x°(aob)=(x°a)ob. Then ((x])[aob]=((x))[ά\[b].
Thus we have [fl°έ]=[Xl[έ] and so [«][6]e2*.

If a generalized Andre quasifield Q is a nearfield, then Q is called a
Dickson nearfield. In a Dickson nearfield Q(n, qn, Σ*), let p be the mapping

defined in (II), i.e. x°a=xqΐ>(a}a.

Lemma 4.1. Let Q= Q(n, q", Σ*) be a Dickson nearfield. Then K=
{a^Q\aoχ=ax for all x^Q} is the subfield GF(qm) of GF(qn) with n=mr.

Furthermore we have a Dickson nearfield Q'=Q(ry (#w)r, Σ*')^ fallows;

If [a]=[a][a(p(a)+l)] in Σ*, then [a}=\a(^+\\\ in Σ*'. Hence Q'
is identified with Q. L \ m / J

Proof. Let α, b&K. Then for any x^Q, (a+b)°x=aoχ-{-boχ=ax-\-bx
=(a+b)x and (a°b)oχ=ao(b°x)=a(bx)=(ab)x=(aob)x. Thus a-\-b^K and
aob=abtΞKίm.ά so K is a subfield of GF(<f\ say K=GF(qm). Then w=mr.

Let ΛJ^ΛΓ and <2e^\{0}. Then χa=χoa=xqP * a. Hence χ=χqPW and so

p(α) = 0 (mod m). Thus Λ oα^Λ;9 Λ Λ = Λ;(β>")1ΓΛ. Hence if we take a r X r

matrix M'=^[(^+l)], and set 2*'=i[a]'\aeEGF(qn)\{0}} U {0}, then we

can identify Q(r, (qm)r, Σ*) with Q(n, q\ Σ*).
Now we describe a theorem of E. Ellers and H. Karzl [2] using a spread

set,
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Theorem C (E. Eller and H. Karzel). Let Q(n, q", 2*) be a finite Dickson
nearfield such that GF(q)={k^Q\k°x=kx for all x&Q}. Then the following
hold:

1) Every prime divisor of n divides q—l.
2) Ifn=0 (moo 4), then #Φ3 (moo 4).

Furthermore the spread set 2* is as follows:
Let ω be a generator of the multiplicative group (GF(qn)9 •) and set C/=<ωn>.

Then there is a positive integer t with (ny t)=ly

#αeω'(f'-1)(f-lrll7, then [a]=[a(i+l)].

Conversely by a theorem of H. Lϋneburg ([6], Theorem 6.4) we can con-
struct a Dickson nearfield as follows;

Assume that n and q satisfy the conditions 1) and 2) of Theorem C. Let
ω be a generator of the multiplicative group GF(qn) and (ny ί)=l. Then

2*= H\J\[a(i+l)]\aGωt^ '1^^~1U} U {0}, where t/=<ω*>.
/=0

(IV) Quasifields of order 9

M. Hall has proved that there exist up to isomorphism exactly five quasi-
fields of order 9 ([3]). We prove this theorem using a spread set.

Theorem 2. There exist up to isomorphism exactly five quasifields with
the following spread sets.

±Γ ±ω-1Ί
J'0 '±ω±l

Γ1! Γ~ωΊ Γi^-1) ω~1 *-LoJ' L o Jo' o o ±1 ± ω
where ω is the root off(x)=x*+l in GF(9).

Proof. 0(1, 9, Σ*) is isomorphic to GF(9).
Next we construct Q(2, 9, Σ*). Take an irreducible polynomial /(#)=

over GF(3), and let ω and -ω be the roots of /(*) in GF(9). Set

JV(Λ;)=Λ;1+3=Λ;4 for χ(ΞGF(9). Then JV(±l)=JV(±ω)=l, ΛΓ(±ω±l)=-l and
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Lemma 4.2. Σ* has the following properties:

1) Let [a]<=Σ*, a, JΦO and [o]<ΞΣ*. Then a=c or N(a-c)=N(a). If

[J] eΣ*. ίAew δ=rf or N(b-d)=N(b).

2) If Γjj]<ΞΣ* and a, δΦO, ίAew α=±l or ±ω-l.

3) // Γ^]eΣ*\{0>, then i=±ω±l.

Proof. 1) Since det(Γ^Ί -["^1)4=0, N(a—c)φN(b). Hence α=c or

N(a-c)=N(a). Similarly if RΊ eΣ*. then b=d or N(b-d)=N(b).

2) Since QleΣ*, 0=1 or N(a—\)=N(a) by 1). Hence α=±l or

±ω-l.

3) Since [J]eΣ* and det( [J]-[j] )=f=0, A=±ω±l.

We use this lemma frequently in the following proofs. By Lemma 4.2,
[—1], [ω+1] and [ω] have one of the following forms:

Casel. -1 =

If ΓjlsΣ* and a, 4ΦO, then «=±1 since det( [j]~[~ό] 'φ0' Tlluβ

(1.1) Suppose [ω+l]=Γω+1Ί. Then RΊ<£Σ*\{0}. Furthermore if

ΞΣ* and a, 4ΦO, then β=l. Thus Σ*£ { ΓQ], Γ±J±1]|αeGί'(9)}.

(1.1.1) Suppose [ω]=Γ®Ί. Then Γ , J , JΦΣ*. Thus we have the

following spread set Σf :
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Then 0(2, 9, Σf ) is isomorphic to GF(9).

(1.1.2) Suppose [ω]=Γ 1J. If [0]e2*\{0}, then *=±1 or ±ω+l.

Hence we have the following spread set 2*.

Σ*_/ΓOΊ Γ±η Γ±ω+ηr i Ί,s'-{loJ'L oJ'L o J'LiωiiJ1-

Since {Γ^ Ί, Γ , , j 1} is a conjugate class in G*, by Theorem A

Q(2,9, Σί) is not isomorphic to any Q(2, 9, Σ*) with Σ*ΦΣf.

(1.2) Suppose [ω+lHJ^J. Then Σ*£ { [g], ̂ J], [̂ }

L±ω±lJ'L±(ω+l)J}

(1.2.1) Suppose [ω]=Γ®Ί. Then Γ , /^ijsΊφΣ*. Hence we have the

following spread set Σf :

Σ*_.,ΓθΊΓ±ηr±ω1Γ o3 ~ { LOJ' L oj' L oj> L±»± i

Then £>(2, 9, Σf ) is a Dickson nearfield.

(1.2.2) Suppose [ω]=Γ TJ~j. Then

*_rΓOΊΓ±lΊΓ 0 Ί Γ ±1
"

. Then since - ,
ω J L ω J Lω+lJL ω J L ° J

ω

ω = P ) ) , the quasiίield with

this spread set is isomorphic to GF(9) by Theorem A.

(1.3) Suppose [«+l]=[ωl}) Then Σ*£ { [jj} [±J], [̂ J,

L±(ω-l)} L±V1} [±(α>°-l)]}

(1.3.1) Suppose N=[ωlJ. Take[ω^]eG*. Then [ω ĵ ]"'

[«-l][ω-ω] = [ωθl T and ((1)) [ωίω]=((1)) Hence this case is included in

the case (1.1).

(1.3.2) Suppore M^J. Then [±(j_1}] and

Hence we have the following spread set Σ*.
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o

Similarly to the case (1.1.2), { Q ~ \, , ~~ , i } is a conjugate class in

G* and so 0(2, 9, Σ?) is not isomorphic to any Q(2, 9, Σ*) with Σ*ΦΣ?.

Case 2. -l=

Σ*c=.ίΓ0Ί Γ1! i" 1 ° l ~ -1 ω-l~
Σ S{LθJ'LθJ'l

or

(2.1) Suppose [ω+l]=[ωl}]. Then Σ*S { [5], [J], ["j],

[±(o-"]. [_:-,]. [-J-i] U!]. hί] K] [--I1] [--;'
(2.1.1) Suppose [..̂ ["J1]. Then ΣΈ { [g], [J], [̂ ], [î 1)],

hi] [ ±il ['-:'] >• Si"« ̂ ίt'- Ί-t̂ olί- f̂t̂ ;1]-
ω ., )=0, we have the following spread set Σf.

Σ*_,ΓOΊ ΓΠ Γ-»Ί Γ±(ω-l)Ί Γω-lΊ Γω-U25 - { LoJ LoJ' L oj L o J L ±ιj- L ±ωf
Since ~Q φΣf, the quasifield with Σ^ is not isomorphic to any quasifield

withΣf, ι=l, 2, 3, 4.

(2.1.2) Suppose [α,]=[ω-;]. Then Σ*S{ [g], [J], [ω~ l], [_^_J,

-i] Uί] P-r1} pc^ »
J -ω-

ω ω ω

= ((!)). Hence the quasifield with this spread set is isomorphic to the quasifield
with Σ* by Theorem A.

(2.2) Suppose [ω+l]=[ωI
1

1]. Then Σ*C<[jj], [J], [̂  '} [_ω°+1}
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Γ i 1 Γ -η Γ±ω-η Γiω-η,
L-ω+ιJ'Lω±ιJ'L i J'L -ω _r

(2.2.1) Suppose M-̂ 1]. Then Σ*C{[g], [J], [V] [-̂ l}

4f l} til PΓ1} t̂ 1}- -ce --{VH- l̂])-

V]-[-r V ^-^D& β} t-Λil UW L=i}
=Σί and ((I))

Hence the quasifield with this spread set is isomorphic to the quasifield with Σf
by Theorem A.

(2.2.2) Suppose [«]=[„+}]. Then 2*c={[°], [J], [Y], [„-}],

-tω }, which consists of seven matrices. Hence this case does not occur.
L — ω J

CaseS. -l

Since [?]"'[" t"1][l] = [W-l] and ((1)) [l]=((1))> thίs case ίs reduced

to the case 2.

M. Hall has proved that there exist up to isomorphism exactly two trans-
lation planes of order 9 [3].

We prove this theorem using the spread sets 2*, /=!, 2, 3, 4, 5. Since

, the translation plane coordinatized by the quasifield with Σf, i=2, 4 or
5 is isomorphic to the translation plane coordinatized by the Dickson nearfield

ρ(2, 9, Σί) by Theorem B.

(V) Hall quasifields

Let Q=Q(2, q2, 2*) be a quasifield. If Q satisfies the following condi-

tions, then Q is called a Hall quasifield [3] :

1) Let f(x)=x2— rx— s be an irreducible polynomial over GF(q). Every

element ξ of Q not in GF(q) satisfies the quadratic equation f(ξ)=0.

2) Every element of GF(q) commutes with all elements of Q.

Now we determine the spread set 2* of a Hall quasifield O(2, <f , 2*).

Theorem 3. Let ω be the element of GF(<f) such that f(ω)=ω2—rω—s=Q.

Case 1. Assume that q is a power of 2. Then 2* consists of the following

matrices:

[k] =
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\aω+b] = Γ ω+r(a, 6)1

The multiplication in Q(2, g2, Έ,*) is as follows:

adω+bd if c = 0

(bc-ad+ar)ω+bd-ac-lf(d) if
(aω+b)o(Cω+d) = , /7 τ ι Λ , 7 j

Case 2. Assume that q is a power of an odd prime. Set λ=ω—ω. Then
Σ* consists of the following matrices:

/or

I, where

ί
T*\ i

"

τ(α, ό) = (2a(

multiplication in O(2, <f, 2*) /ί as follows:

ad\+bd if c = 0

-ar)\-{-bd—ac~~lf(d) if

Proof. Case 1. ^ is a power of 2.
Since /(ω)=ω2+rω+s=0, ω2=rω+sy ω+ω=r and ωω=ί. Set GF(<f)=

{aω+b\a, b<=GF(q)}. Let [Λ]=Γ^+*' J for k(=GF(q). Since koω=ωok

by the assumption 2), we have

Λoω = &0 ,

ωok = (ω, ω) ^ωT^/_ι i = flω2+&'ω+tfωω+(£+&')ω

= α(rω+ί)+^'ω+αί+(Λ+Λ')(r+ω)

= (ar+k'+k+k')ω+as+as+(k+k')r= (ar+k)ω+(k+k')r.

Hence a=0 and yfe=A'. Thus [£]=

= [(β+ί̂  Then

= (βω+ft, ̂ +ft)[(β+;̂ +6,]
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+^^+b(b+b')

= aa'rω+a2s+a(b+b')r+b2.

Then since /(0ω+&)=0 in Q,

aa'rω+a2s+a(b+b')r+b2+arω+br+s

= (aa'r+ar)ω+a2s+a(b+b')r+f(b) = 0 .

Hence α'+l=0 and so a'=\. Furthermore b'=r"l(as+br+a"lf(b)). Thus

ra . / Π - Γ ω+r-l(as+br+a-lf
[aω+b] - -i

By computation, det[αω+έ]=-yφO, det([^ω+έ] — [k] )=f(k) φO and det([0ω+i]
— [a'ω+b'])^(aa')-\(ab'+a'b)+(a+a]ω)(^ where α,
β'ΦO. Thus we have a spread set.

Furthermore we have

= (6c+έtt/+Λr)ω+W+αέ:-1/(έί) , for CΦO .

Case 2. # is a power of an odd prime.
Let λ=ω— ω. Then X=— λ and X2=r2+%. Set GF(f)={a\+b\a,

Similarly to the case 1, [*]=[*] for k<=GF(q).

». Then
— ex j

/\

= 2ab'\+(2aa'-

Then since/(αλ+ό)=0 in Q,

2ab'\+a(2a'-a)(r*+4s)+b2-r(a\+b)-s = 0.

Hence 2ab'-ar = Q so b' =\r. Furthermore α(2α'-α)(r2+4ί)+/(δ)=0 so

a'=-(2a(r2+4s))~1f(b)+^a. Set τ(α, &)=(2α(r2+4ί))-1/(i). Then we have
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By computation, det[αλ+δ]=— *ΦO, det([0λ+δ]— [&])==/(&) Φθ and det(|>λ+δ]
— |>'λ+*']) = (2- 1(α-«')λ+^'-«^-2-V(α-α/))(-2-1(α-α')λ + ab'-a'b-
2~lr(a— α'))Φθ, where 0, α'ΦO.

Furthermore we have

for

Moreover since λ=2ω— r, we have also

(aω+b)o(cω+d) = (bc—ad+rd)ω+bd—ae-lf(d) for

(VI) Walker quasifields

A quasifield Q=j3(2, ί2, 2*) with ?= — 1 (mod 6) is called a Walker quasi-
field, if Q has the following multiplication:

(aω+b)°(cω+d) = (a(d-(?) + bc)ω-^a(*+bo ,

where GF(f)={aω+b\a, b^GF(q)} (see [4], p. 72).

Now we determine the spread set Σ* of a Walker quasifield. Since
#= — 1 (mod 6), f(x)=x2-{-3 is an irreducible polynomial over GF(q). Hence
let ω and — ω be elements of GF(f) such that /(ω)=/(— ω)— ω2+ 3—0.

Set K+δ]=[(β_;^+J'_6'] Then

/\

= β V+i'ω-(β-βV-(*-*')ω

= (26'-*)ω+3(β-2β') .

On the other hand by the definition of the multiplication,

ω°(aω+b) = (b—cf)ω—^ra3.

Hence 2b'-b=b-a2 so b'=b-^a\ and 3(α-2α')=-y«3 so α'=yα+^α3.

Then we have

[aω+b] =

Furthermore by computation, we can show that {[<zω+fr]|β> b^GF(q)} satisfies
the condition of a spread set.
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(VII) Luneburg quasifields

A quasifield Q=Q(2, (22s+1)2, 2**) with 2s +1 >1 is called a Lϋneburg
quasifield, if Q has the following multiplication:

(aω+b)°(cω+d) = (a(c(r+dd<r)+bo)ω+ac+bd ,

where σ is the automorphism of GF(22s+l) such that xσ=x*5+1 for all x^GF(22s+l)

and Gίχ(22H 1)2)=={έiω+*|β, ieGF(22s+1)}.
Now we determine the spread set Σ* of a Lΐlenburg quasifield. Since

GF(22$+l) is a field extension of odd dimension of GF(2), f(x)=x?+x+l is
an irreducible polynomial over GF(22s+1). Hence let ω and ω be elements
of GF((22s+1)2) such that/(ω)=/(ω)=0. Then ω+ω=l, ωω=l and ω2=ω+l.

S e t ̂ + » + . Then

On the other hand by the definition of the multiplication,

ω°(aω+b) = (aσ+bb*)ω+a -

Hence a'=a*+b+bb* and ί'=i. Thus we have

[aω+b] =
(aσ+b+bb*)ω+b
(a+a +b+bb )ω

Furthermore by computation, we can show that {[<7ω+i]|α, b^GF(22$+)}
satisfies the condition of a spread set.

Appendix. M. Matsumoto has showed the following:
A quasifield Q=Q(2, <f, 2*) is a Hall quasifield if and only if 2* con-

sists of {[k 0]\k^GF(q)} and a conjugate class of G* containing ί? , where

ω is a element of GF(<f)\GF(q).
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